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They'd risk their lives for love--and they may have to.

With a young daughter to raise and multi-million dollar hotel chain to run, the last thing Stephanie Mason
wants is a relationship. But she's looking for a man--to keep her hotel safe. Enter Jack Kaufman. Ex-Navy
Seal, former mercenary, and security specialist, not to mention dangerous and pulsing with raw sexuality,
Jack is exactly what Stephanie needs--and everything she doesn't. Yet after a game of cat and mouse too
seductive to resist, Jack charms his way into Stephanie's bed--and her heart.

But Stephanie isn't the only thing Jack is after. He wants something priceless to them both: Christina,
Stephanie's adopted daughter--and, as fate would have it, Jack's biological child. It's a truth that unleashes a
chain of threatening events even Jack may not be able to stop. If he doesn't act quickly, he may lose
everything, and everyone, he's been fighting for all along.

Praise for Sylvia Lett

"Sylvia Lett is a magician at creating heroes to die for." --Evelyn Palfrey

"With Perfect for You, Sylvia Lett offers a story of sizzling romance and dramatic suspense. A new writer to
watch for." --Deirdre Savoy
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From reader reviews:

Keith Barnett:

Book is to be different per grade. Book for children until finally adult are different content. As it is known to
us that book is very important usually. The book Take Me Down ended up being making you to know about
other knowledge and of course you can take more information. It is extremely advantages for you. The book
Take Me Down is not only giving you much more new information but also for being your friend when you
feel bored. You can spend your spend time to read your guide. Try to make relationship using the book Take
Me Down. You never really feel lose out for everything in case you read some books.

Robert Lindsey:

Nowadays reading books are more than want or need but also turn into a life style. This reading addiction
give you lot of advantages. Associate programs you got of course the knowledge the rest of the information
inside the book which improve your knowledge and information. The data you get based on what kind of
book you read, if you want get more knowledge just go with schooling books but if you want experience
happy read one together with theme for entertaining for example comic or novel. The actual Take Me Down
is kind of reserve which is giving the reader unpredictable experience.

Stacey Thompson:

Reading a e-book tends to be new life style within this era globalization. With looking at you can get a lot of
information that will give you benefit in your life. With book everyone in this world can easily share their
idea. Books can also inspire a lot of people. A lot of author can inspire all their reader with their story or
maybe their experience. Not only the story that share in the guides. But also they write about advantage
about something that you need case in point. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach your children,
there are many kinds of book which exist now. The authors on earth always try to improve their skill in
writing, they also doing some exploration before they write on their book. One of them is this Take Me
Down.

Curt Hall:

You are able to spend your free time to study this book this publication. This Take Me Down is simple to
develop you can read it in the park, in the beach, train and soon. If you did not possess much space to bring
the actual printed book, you can buy the particular e-book. It is make you better to read it. You can save the
actual book in your smart phone. And so there are a lot of benefits that you will get when one buys this book.
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